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This report forms the final stage in the community design and feedback 
process ahead of the developed designs being prepared and submitted to 
Planning. A summary of the design and consultation process carried out so 
far is followed by presentation of the developed designs, as were presented 
to the community and the TCC at Workshop 3.

All of the responses given by community members and other workshop 
attendees have been detailed, analysed and interpreted through this report, 
with a view to confirming the final design and establishing a remit for the 
TCC progress the scheme through to applications for further development 
funding.

Supplementary technical information and appraisals have been included 
from members of the design team, including structural and environmental 
engineering, a Cost Plan and commentary on Construction Design and 
Management.

Finally, the report summarises the findings and outcomes of the feasibility 
study thus far and provides a list of recommendations for consideration by 
the Tweedsmuir Community Company.

1 Introduction

1.1 Scope of Report
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Over the past nine months, the design team have worked alongside the 
TCC and community members to develop the brief and outline designs for a 
redeveloped Crook Inn.

The design team would like to thank the community of the Tweedsmuir area 
for their exceptional enthusiasm and commitment to the project, and for all of 
the invaluable feedback they have provided throughout this process.

Brief Development
The first community workshop was held in August 2014, with the goal of 
defining the community’s vision for the project. The community provided an 
excellent breadth and depth of feedback at the first workshop, all of which 
were compiled and summarised in a report. A set of key recommendations 
were identified for consideration by the TCC, and from this a broad design 
brief for the outline designs was agreed.

Outline Designs
At the end of October 2014, WTArchitecture hosted the second community 
design workshop where outline design proposals were presented to the 
community and the TCC for the first time. Responses to the designs were 
positive and generated constructive discussions on the details of the 
proposals and further opportunities to be explored. The design team carried 
out further appraisals of the outline designs, informed by the community 
feedback, and made initial enquiries with the local Planning department. 
All of this information was compiled into Report 2, with recommendations 
provided for the next stages of the project.

1.2 Summary of work to date

Design Development
Following confirmation with the TCC board on the design priorities to be 
taken forward, the design team developed detailed design proposals over 
the course of the winter months. The outline designs were revised to suit 
the feedback given by the community, incorporating further consideration of 
potential cost saving agreed with the TCC board.

Workshop 3
The third and final design workshop took place in Tweedsmuir Community 
Hall on 22nd January 2015, where the developed design proposals were 
presented to the community. The workshop was well attended, with between 
40 and 50 people present on the day. WTArchitecture led the workshop, with 
attendance from Douglas Westwater of Community Enterprise.

A similar format was carried through from the previous consultation 
exercises: informal drop-in sessions were held throughout the afternoon and 
evening, with two slideshow presentation sessions hosted by Wil Tunnell of 
WTArchitecture. Group Q&A sessions took place after each presentation, 
and community members were encouraged to provide feedback by placing 
comment notes on the presentation panels, and WTArchitecture recorded 
Q&A and consersational feedback informally.

All of this information and feedback is compiled within this Feedback Report.
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1.3 Next Steps

Design review
Since Workshop 3 the design team have worked closely with the TCC in 
pinning down the final design details. The drawings and outline specifications 
produced by the design team have fed into an Outline Cost Plan, a summary 
of which can be found on page 35 of this report with the full schedule of 
costs included as an appendix.

Planning
At the same time the design team have been preparing drawings and 
information for a Planning submission to Scottish Borders Council. The 
design team undertook further consultation with Planning and Conservation 
officers from SBC in a meeting on 24th March 2015. The feedback given by 
the Planners at this meeting was unanimously supportive of the proposals.

Dependant on final approval by the TCC, the Planning applications should 
be ready to submit by the end of May. An application for Planning Permission 
will ordinarily take around two to three months to be assessed. Assuming 
a successful application the project will then be ready for it’s funding 
submission to the Big Lottery and other funding bodies shortly after.
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Having defined the community brief for the redevelopment of the Crook, the 
design team worked on design concepts for presentation. Workshop 3 was 
held on 21st January, at which the TCC Board and community members 
were invited to discuss and comment on the proposals. The designs 
presented here were a development of the principles and approach shown 
in the proposals presented at the last workshop. Whilst the overall approach 
to form, mass and materials has remained the same, these latest designs 
respond to various feedback comments gathered at Workshop 2.

The designs were presented on 7 large-format panels, in addition to the 
slideshow presentations conducted by Wil Tunnell of WT Architecture. The 
design boards comprised of the following:

• Board 1 - Routes & Landscapes (site analysis and approach)
• Board 2 - A Redeveloped Crook (design approaches)
• Board 3 - A Place to Eat and Drink (perspectives and images)
• Board 4 - A Place to Socialise (perspectives and images)
• Board 5 - A Place to Meet, Work and Learn (ground floor plan, perspective 

and images)
• Board 6 - A Place to Meet, Work and Learn (perspectives and images)
• Board 7 - A Play to Stay (first floor plan, perspective and images)

Extracts of the plans, diagrams and perspective images are compiled 
within the subsequent pages. Reductions of the full presentation panels are 
contained within the Appendix.

2 Design Development
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Site layout
The broad approaches explored during the outline design period for 
access, site layout and landscaping have not changed during the design 
development process.

The Tweedsmuir Community Company are seeking to purchase the remaining 
land around the Crook, and they have received positive initial support from 
funding bodies. However, any land purchase would not take time to secure, 
and as such the core redevelopment scheme must be based around the 
current site and ownership boundaries. Nonetheless, the community and 
TCC provided feedback that the developed designs should capitalise 
on a more direct relationship with the West of the site and the adjacent 
outbuildings, so that if a land purchase bid is successful the scheme does 
not limit opportunities for expansion.

Following discussions with the TCC on the indicative building costings, the 
design team have reduced the footprint of the building where possible. 
The focus has been on rationalising the layout and creating more efficient 
organisation of spaces, carefully tailored to the uses proposed for the 
redeveloped Crook.

The TCC indicated that the camping facilities hut proposed in the outline 
design stage should not form part of the core scheme at this stage, and 
would be better suited to a second phase of development after the main 
enterprise is up and running. However, the design team have been asked 
to include a vehicle access arrangement and any necessary change of use 
application for the existing field as part of the current proposals.

2 Design Development contd.

Sketch site plan (land purchase option)
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Item Description

1 The Crook Inn - east wing
2 The Crook Inn - west wing
3 Garden terrace
4 Wood chip boiler
5 Outbuilding (in other ownership)
6 Parking
7 Possible bus stop
8 New entrance to campsite
9 Community garden
10 Camp hut
11 Campsite and camper van parking
12 Playing fields and camping area
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2 Design Development contd.
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Additional land purchase
A larger site would allow for more flexible and sensitive parking areas but 
with more spaces, including possibility for coach parking. Parking areas 
could be moved away from the road edge to improve the roadside frontage 
of the main building.

More open routes through the landscape would allow cyclists and walkers 
to enjoy arriving at the Crook via the old Talla Railway line that is likely to 
become a regional cycle route.

Ownership of the adjacent outbuildings on the site could allow for expansion 
of the Crook’s functions to include a possible bunk house, as well as space 
for a small business unit. Part of the single-storey existing outbuilding could 
house the proposed biomass boiler plant units, which would avoid the cost of 
constructing a new purpose-built structure. Many people identified storage 
space as being essential for such an isolated business, and ownership of 
the outbuildings would be invaluable in this regard.

An area of land towards the former Talla railway could be reserved as future 
development area for a function hall or even an alternative camping spot. 
More meaningful exploration of options for new or converted buildings would 
require a further design team appointment and brief development exercise, 
together with further business planning input.

The design team have noted that increases in the occupation of the site 
would require corresponding alterations or expansion to service elements 
such as water and drainage, which would require further exploration.

2 Design Development contd.

Sketch site plan
(land purchase option)
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View of proposals from south east

2 Design Development contd.
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Revised layouts
One of the key drivers for development in the design was the need for the 
building to provide the better connections to the existing outbuildings to 
the West, should these buildings and the surrounding land be purchased 
by the TCC in the future. The rear entrance point to the building has been 
relocated, connecting more directly into the core of the Crook.

There have generally been improvements to the public circulation routes in 
the building to enable to each key space to operate just as well individually or 
collectively. The Art Deco entrance lobby has now been reappropriated as a 
space for a small community shop, which has a close spatial and functional 
relationship with the multipurpose community room. The bistro, reception 
and bar counters have been consolidated to a single point in the building, 
providing a more rational service and staffing setup.

The footprint of two-storey bistro extension has been reduced by 
approximately 2m in length, and a new gable window now provides views 
SW from the bistro, with the hearth drawn into the heart of the bistro space, 
rather than in a separate inglenook space.

The remainder of the new single-storey West extension has been rearranged 
to improve circulation and access to key services, and provide space for a 
games room connecting into the bar and overlooking a children’s play area 
in a safe corner of the site, away from traffic.

The first floor bedroom layout now provides nine bedrooms rather than eight 
and allows the length of the extension to be reduced. The new lift has been 
moved closer to the centre of the building plan to help with accessibility and 
ease of movement though the building.

1. Key layout principles 2. Access routes and boundaries 3. Revised entrances 4. Revised ground floor layout

2 Design Development contd.
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Ground Floor Plan
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2 Shop
3 Community room
4 Stair hallway
5 Meeting room
6 Art Deco female WCs
7 Art Deco male WCs
8 Store
9 Public Bar
10 New passenger lift
11 Bistro + Shop Counter/Reception
12 Bar counter
13 Open fire (existing)
14 Bistro
15 Stove with raised hearth
16 Double-height overhead
17 Rear Entrance Lobby
18 Administration office
19 Accessible WC
20 Male WC
21 Female WC
22 Bar store
23 Service pass
24  Kitchen
25 Kitchen store
26 Poolroom
27 Log store
28 Outdoor children’s play area
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30 Store
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Arrival & Shop
A significant design development from the outline designs was to 
reappropriate the Art Deco entrance lobby as a community Shop. This 
was in response to feedback given by the community and the TCC that 
there should be a more flexible retail environment that allows visitors to the 
building to browse products more informally, rather than having items only on 
display behind the Bistro counter. The use of the Art Deco lobby as an area 
for displaying food, drink or craft products, enlivens this space to be more 
than just an empty arrival and circulation zone. The new Shop could have 
a mutually supportive relationship with the Community Room, particularly 
if artistic, educational or historic exhibitions were on display in this space. 
Due to the Listed context of the Art Deco fabric, it will be important that 
any shelving or other furniture within the Shop is designed sensitively, with 
particular attention being paid to not intruding above the existing window cill 
levels or obscuring other internal features. The repositioned Bistro/Reception 
counter would also serve the Shop customers, and this counter has a direct 
visual link with the Shop for security and visual orientation.

Rearranging the rear building entrance was crucial to allowing better 
connection to the West of the site, to accommodate the possibility of the TCC 
securing ownership of this additional land. The new Rear Entrance would 
provide a small coat and boot storage area for muddy walkers or cyclists 
arriving off the Talla railway. It also provide additional service access from 
the rear of the site. This Rear Entrance has a strong physical and visual link 
with the main front entrances. Passive surveillance is provided by locating 
the Administration Office adjacent to this rear arrival point.

A new community shop in the historic Art Deco lobby

Rear entrance 

2 Design Development contd.
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Community Rooms
Community ownership of the Crook will help create a dynamic and 
sustainable future for Tweedsmuir and the surrounding area. Throughout 
the design process, many people expressed a need to have flexible spaces 
to accommodate a range of social enterprise functions. The outline designs 
proposed that in addition to a Meeting Room, a dedicated, multifunctional 
Community Room should be created in the former entrance hall of the Crook. 
The developed designs retain this core component of the brief, but improve 
on its flexibility by rearranging adjacent circulation routes through the ground 
floor. The Community Room now has greater adaptability for public or 
private events of different types and with varying attendance requirements. 
The revised layout also maximises available wall space for exhibition style 
functions or wall projections.

As referred to above, the Community Room has a strong spatial connection 
with the new Shop located in the Art Deco frontage. For more public functions, 
like a gallery exhibition or music performance, these two spaces could 
remain open to one another. For more discrete events taking place in the 
Community Room, like educational workshops or even cinema screenings, 
the Shop could be closed off without affecting either space.

As was highlighted in the outline designs stages, it will be important for 
the Meeting Room and Community Room to have good lighting, AV and 
communication connections. The Environmental Engineers have identified 
that the Community Room may also require some mechanical ventilation, 
particularly when not left open to the Shop space.

2 Design Development contd.
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Bistro
In the developed designs the cafe counter is moved further into the core of 
the building, incorporating a Reception and connecting into the Bar counter. 
This not only frees up space within the bistro for a greater variety of seating 
and table types but also allows for greater occupation of the back of the 
room, providing a cosier alternative to the dining spaces at the large full-
length windows. Shelving is provided along the back wall for a potential 
community book exchange scheme.

Feedback provided in the outline design presentation highlighted the 
importance of the Bistro being both a pleasant, bright and spacious daytime 
cafe space and offering a sense of cosiness and warmth in the evening, in 
all seasons and weather. By bringing the stove and hearth into the main cafe 
space, the space is given a warm focal point, whilst the large gable window 
behind the hearth enjoys views to the south west and helps to bring warm 
southern light into the bistro space.

The perspective images opposite show an indicative furniture layout to 
demonstrate the flexibility of the space. However, the rationalised room 
proportions mean that there would be significant scope for alternative 
interior layouts, and even the opportunity to clear the space for larger social 
events like ceilidhs. The large windows would be able to open up to allow 
the interior functions to spill out onto the terrace. This would also allow a 
temporary marquee structure to be erected on the terrace for expansion of 
the building to accommodate large events such as weddings.

Views from within the new bistro

2 Design Development contd.
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2 Design Development contd.

View inside Public Bar looking towards snug area and restored existing fireplace.
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A view from within the Public Bar, looking through to the Bistro.

A view of the new games room

Public Bar
The old bar in the Crook was a much loved place. Throughout the design 
process, many people commented on the desire to have a cosy and 
welcoming space that could be the heart of Tweedsmuir’s social life, where 
locals and tourists could mix comfortably. The new enlarged bar would be in 
the same place in the building as the old one, with the open fireplace restored 
to former glory. The bar would have good visual and spatial connections to 
the new Bistro, but with the option of being separated as necessary.

A significant change in the revised layout is the relocation of the proposed 
new Bar counter so that it has more of a direct relationship with the Reception/
Bistro counter. This change more obviously defines two separate ‘zones’ to 
the Bar area: the area around the restored existing fireplace is would form 
a ‘snug’ area with variety of tables and comfortable seating; the immediate 
bar service area forms a deliberate natural pinch point in the plan and would 
be a bustle of activity.

A games room with a pool table was something that many community 
members said was essential. This space would not solely be a place to 
play pool, but also provide a more suitable environment for louder social 
gatherings, and the installation of a TV, which otherwise might have had 
a detrimental impact on the atmosphere of the Public Bar. The developed 
designs propose a new Games Room off the main Bar space, which could 
also allow access out to an external children’s play area.

The revised ground floor layout repositions key service spaces, such as 
the Kitchen and stores, so that both the Bistro and Bar can be staffed and 
serviced more efficiently.

2 Design Development contd.
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First Floor Plan
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1 Bedroom 1 and ensuite
2 Bedroom 2 and ensuite
3 Bedroom 3 and ensuite
4 Bedroom 4 and ensuite
5 Bedroom 5 and ensuite
6 Accessible Bedroom 6   
 with accessible ensuite
7 Main Stair and Landing
8 Glazed link corridor
9 Upper gallery
10 New passenger lift
11 Store
12 Bedroom 7 and ensuite
13  Bedroom 8 and ensuite
14  Bedroom 9 Family room and  
 ensuite
15 Double-height space over cafe
16 Green roof over new West wing
17 Roof over Art Deco entrance
18 Green roof over preserved
 Art Deco male toilets
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2 Design Development contd.
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Accommodation
Offering a comfortable, attractive and affordable place for people to stay is 
a core focus of the brief for a redeveloped Crook. The developed designs 
show nine bedrooms, all with private ensuites. The four bedrooms in the older 
Victorian wing (areas 1-4) would provide a more boutique hotel experience, 
whilst bedrooms in the newer West wings could serve a broader market. Most 
rooms could offer flexibility between double or twin bed layouts, with a four-
bed family room located in the new extension (area 14). All the bedrooms 
would have superb views across trees and fields to the hills beyond.

A new lift (area 10) would provide easy access to the first floor and there 
would be one fully accessible bedroom (area 6) with a private accessible 
shower room to cater for all needs. The lift has been repositioned to a more 
central location in the floor plan, which benefits the ease and efficiency of 
circulation spaces at ground and first floor levels.

2 Design Development contd.
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3.1 Community responses

3 Design Feedback

As with the previous two Workshops, community members were given a 
variety of ways in which to provide feedback on the developed designs, 
including adding post-it notes to the presentation boards themselves, through 
formal Q&A sessions, and in general conversation with WTArchitecture and 
Community Enterprise staff. All comments were recorded by WTArchitecture 
and are included within the subsequent pages.

General comments
The forms and revised layout of the building were generally very well received. 
Comments posted in written form on the presentation panels as well as given 
in informal discussion with WTArchitecture staff were unanimously in favour 
of the developed scheme:

“I really like the changes since the last meeting.”

“Design has maintained the essence of the Workshop 2 scheme and 
improved on it :) .”

“Think revised plan is very positive and probably more achievable.. not 
trying to be everything.”

“Really like the overall concept and design”

“A great project and potential.”

Business Plan & Funding
During the first two workshops, talking points were weighted more towards 
the basic design principles. In this final workshop, a significant proportion of 
the feedback shifted to the business plan and funding. Douglas Westwater 
of Community Enterprise was present during Workshop 3 to answer queries 
from the community on a variety of these related issues.

The business plan continues to be developed by Community Enterprise 
in parallel with the work by the design team, and has informed the 
design development process throughout. This report does not include a 
full discussion of all the queries relating to the business plan or funding 
components of the redevelopment proposals, as these will be covered in 
the reports to be published by Community Enterprise. However, a summary 
of the elements that directly affect the design of the building have been 
outlined in the following pages.
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Site & Building Exterior
Although the exterior appearance of the building was largely unchanged from 
the outline designs, the more photorealistic perspective images presented 
at Workshop 3 helped demonstrate the materiality and sense of activity in 
the proposed building. Community members generally commented very 
positively on the proportions and materials of the new building elements, 
and on the composition of the extension against the existing historic fabric.

“Wonderfully eye-catching from the road.”

Land purchase option
Although only presented as a sketch design, the masterplanning diagram 
for the additional land purchase option provoked constructive discussion 
of future possibilities and was commented on positively by the community. 
All attendees viewed securing the remaining site area as essential, and that 
it could be a vehicle for solving many of the constraints presented by the 
existing building and the current site boundaries.

“An interesting first go at the options - will be very important.”

“Overnight parking for motor homes. Using car park for initial period.”

“Certified location for max 5 caravans and no extra facilities.”

“Walking routes - laundry, drying room.”

“Delivery and storage for all basic requirements (biomass, kitchen, 
bar).”

3.1 Community responses contd.

Walking route by 
Crook Inn?

“Bicycle racks” “Outdoor seating 
to watch kids 

play?”

“Smoking area 
outside?”

“Lovely herbs and 
flower garden”

“Kid’s play area 
very important”

“Yes”
“Yes”

“Outdoor lighting 
/ seating?”
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Shop
The proposed use of the Art Deco lobby area as a community shop was 
very well received by the workshop attendees. People commented that this 
would be an excellent way of heralding the arrival of visitors to the building 
and would bring activity to what was previously proposed as a relatively 
unoccupied circulation space.

“Like use of art deco as shop - hope it can be made to work.”

“Art deco very important to attract people to stop.”

“Very important that art deco features are retained.”

Some people queried the security of the shop in the day and at night. The 
main Bistro/Reception counter has been located to have a direct line of 
site into the Shop, which would provide natural surveillance to deter petty 
theft in the day.  At night, or when it would be desirable for the Shop to be 
closed whilst other parts of the building are in operation, lockable cabinets 
would likely provide a more practical way of securing goods without having 
to block off the space. Once the business plan informs a more detailed brief 
of the types and quantities of goods to be sold in the Shop, the design and 
specification of display furniture would be developed accordingly.

3.1 Community responses contd.

“Yes!”
“Nice feel”

(Referring to 
image of white 

panelled counter)

“Yes!”

(Referring to 
images of shop 

products)

“Can the shop be 
secured at night 

- door?”

“It might be better 
to have a small 

shop area towards 
the bistro and 

seating towards the 
community room”
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Community Room
The improved relationship of the Community Room with the Shop was 
commented on favourably by attendees to the third Workshop. The revised 
ground floor circulation routes were also seen as a positive intervention that 
would protect the space from interruptions if it was being used for more 
private functions. People were happy to see how the room could be adapted 
for a variety of events, either open to the rest of the building or closed down.

“Should work 
well”

“Tennis, 
six nations, 

football, special 
showings!”

“Good local 
space for events”

“Acoustics of 
the community 

room? If there will 
be music, this is 

important.”

“Tourist 
information? 

Local History?”

“Yes.”
“Yes!”

“Yes to this”

“Yes!”

“Space for history 
of the Crook, local 

art etc.”

3.1 Community responses contd.
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3.1 Community responses contd.

“Love this!”

“Very much like 
the light/airy feel 

to this area”

“Like opening 
of the view and 
central stove”

“Good lighting”

“Dog friendly 
environment?”

“Reading area 
very good idea”

“Keep the special 
‘Crook’ character”

“Can’t wait to 
come for a meal”

Bistro
The community responded very positively to the revised layout and 
perspective images illustrating the new Bistro.

The rationalisation of the Bistro/Reception and Bar counters were unanimously 
well received. WTArchitecture explained that the generous proportions 
would allow the Bistro to potentially accommodate a more diverse range of 
social activities, including large parties and ceilidhs. Community members 
responded that this provided an excellent advantage, and would allow the 
Bistro to have more of a relationship with the multifunctional Community 
Room. Many people had commented in the previous workshop about wanting 
to see more of the view to the landscaping in the South. The incorporation of 
a new central gable window around a wood burning stove was seen as an 
excellent intervention to provide these desirable views.

During the outline design Workshop, many people commented that it was 
very important for the Bistro to balance being bright and light in the day 
time with feeling cosy and welcoming in the evenings or during winter. This 
was seen as being particularly important to attract evening dining guests. 
The design team worked to demonstrate how careful choice of furnishings, 
lighting and material finishes could dramatically influence the atmosphere 
of the space. Workshop attendees commented that a good balance had 
been struck to accommodate day and evening customers. WTArchitecture 
highlighted that the furniture shown in the images was only indicative and 
that huge range of options were possible for the internal design and layout 
of the space. Community members were excited about the possibility of 
locally designed and built furniture and fittings being used to give the public 
spaces of the building a special local character.
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3.1 Community responses contd.

“I like painted 
white-washed 

walls”

“I agree :)”

“Lovely wood” 

“Yes!”

(ref image of dark 
panelled bar)

“Good social 
space - music?”

“Yes!”

(ref. image of 
white panelling)

“Attractive use of 
space”

“Like visual link to 
bar through old 
window and to 

view north”

2 people posted 
notes simply 

saying “Yes!” on 
the proposed Bar 

images

“Not keen on 
wood panelling”

“Yes, really like 
‘real’ wood bar 

top”

“Opens up the 
space well”

“Looks great!”“Can any of the 
old bar wood or 
flagstones be 

recycled into new 
bar?”

Public Bar
The revised bar layout with the repositioned bar counter received many 
positive comments, particularly in reference to the addition of the new 
Games Room (see page 25). Community members recognised the benefits 
of pairing the Reception/Bistro and Bar counters together would have for 
staffing arrangements. Relocating the Kitchen and stores to enable meals to 
be served more easily into the Bar or Bistro was also welcomed.

Some people still expressed regret that the original bar would not be kept 
exactly as it was. However, WTArchitecture explained that the building is 
now so dilapidated that there is little left of the original fabric. Throughout 
the brief and design development process there has also been a strong 
majority voice that although there is great sense of nostalgia for the old bar, 
its size and layout were always problematic and would not be fit for purpose 
the redeveloped building. Many people expressed strong sentiments for 
preserving at least some elements of the original bar fabric, with suggestions 
for recycling the old bar counter top or reusing the flagstone floor. These 
suggestions and others can easily be explored in future detailed design 
stages.
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Games / Pool Room
The design team revised the layout of the ground floor following strong 
feedback from the community during the outline design period that there 
should be some form of games room, as a key social space for people to 
relax in without impacting on the atmosphere of the other public spaces 
in the building. A pool table and a TV were described as being essential 
components to this space.

The community were very supportive of the revised designs, which provide 
a games/pool room adjacent to the bar. Although some people felt a TV 
was not necessary, there was general agreement that if a TV is going to be 
provided in the Bar, that this space would be the most suitable environment. 
The room has been designed around the required dimensions for a pool 
table to be used comfortably. However, this does not preclude the possibility 
of the room being used for a different function in the future, perhaps more as 
an extension of the Bar environment. People commented positively on this 
flexibility, and particularly that a direct route has been provided to the NW 
exterior space where the children’s play area is proposed.

“Any other games 
for women?”

“Brilliant - 
possible hatch 
for drinks in old 
window through 

to the bar?”

“Please NO tv in 
pool room”

“Great - kid one 
too please”

“Table tennis?”

“Good idea to 
have TV and pool 

room for locals 
use”

“Man’s room?”

“TV in pool room 
seems a good 

idea”

3.1 Community responses contd.
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“Is this space 
(8) a waste 
of available 

bedroom space, 
or required for 

light?”

“Opportunity for 
some bedrooms 
to open onto flat 

roof to west?”

“Nice and quiet - 
sound proofed”

“Like glazed link 
corridor - creating 

visual link north 
and looks good 

from outside too”

“Staff 
accommodation?”

“A really good 
plan - very 
suitable”

“Provide the 
feeling of history”

“Clean modern 
simple and light”

3.1 Community responses contd.

Accommodation
The revised first floor bedroom layout was unanimously well received. One 
workshop attendee, a wheelchair user, was personally delighted that the 
redeveloped Crook would have a fully accessible private bedroom and 
bathroom as part of the main accommodation. The community commented 
that the rationalisation of bedroom types was positive.

Staff accommodation
The issue of staff accommodation was again raised by many community 
members. It was agreed that the manager position would not require 
accommodation to be provided on site, as that individual(s) would expect to 
be living in their own home. There was debate as to whether accommodation 
would be needed for general staff members. However, Community Enterprise 
highlighted that employment should as much as possible be sourced from 
within the local population. As such, providing staff accommodation would 
actually be counter to this ambition. The design team highlighted that the 
first floor layout does not preclude the use of one of the bedrooms as staff 
quarters, and this is a relatively minor change that could be implemented in 
the future if deemed necessary.

It was agreed that at least one member of staff would need to be present on 
site through the night for the safety and security of the building and of guests. 
Community Enterprise noted that inherent in this role was the requirement to 
be alert and available, and as such permanent living accommodation would 
not be needed for this particular staff member. The design team confirmed 
that the proposed administration office could accommodate a day-bed to 
allow for staff breaks.
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3.1 Community responses contd.

Materials
The images of the developed design proposals illustrated exterior and 
interior materials that were not present on the outline design images.

Exterior:
The community were supportive of the suggested move to strip away 
remaining white render areas from the Victorian building block to reveal the 
stonework underneath. The proposal to use white render for the refurbished 
and extended West block was welcomed as providing a pleasant composition 
against the Art Deco frontage and Victorian stonework, as was the use 
of white render for the curved boundary wall. The subtle extrusion of the 
existing slate roof over the new extension was also approved. The revised 
designs responded to community feedback that the new Bistro extension 
gable should have an expressed chimney element to complement the forms 
of the existing building.

The large areas of glazing proposed for the Bistro were seen as positive, 
both for providing a visual link with the interior of the building and for the 
compositional arrangement with the Art Deco frontage. Some people queried 
whether the Art Deco curved windows would be double or single glazing:

“Art deco windows single vs. double glazing - energy conservation?”

WTArchitecture explained that for conservation reasons, it may not be 
possible to remake the Art Deco frontage using double glazed units, but that 
the windows would be of modern construction so therefore much better wind 
and weather sealed. There remains the options of having secondary glazing 
on the inside of these windows, which the design team will explore further 
with the Conservation Architect and the council’s Listed Building officer.
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Interior:
Floor surfaces generally within the public areas of the building were shown 
as being a mixture of slate paving for the entrance lobbies and reception, 
and hardwood timber flooring in the Bistro, Bar and Games Room. Many 
people requested that the existing bar flagstones be retained and reused. 
The design team propose that the new Shop space, occupying the Art Deco 
lobby space, could perhaps have a tiled floor to compliment the existing 
terrazzo floor in the lobby. For the Community Room, whilst a terrazzo or 
ceramic tile would be appropriate for the Art Deco context, a timber floor 
surface might be more appropriate for acoustice. Where existing floor areas 
are to be retained in the Stair Hall and Meeting Room the existing floorboards 
would be restored and left visible.

There are numerous options for wall finishes within the Bistro and Bar, and 
these do not have to be restricted to basic painted plaster. Many people 
commented positively on images of the Bar and Games Room showing 
timber wall panelling, as this gave a cosy atmosphere to the spaces. The 
Bistro should also employ the use of warm, darker colours and natural 
materials to prevent the space from feeling too stark.

Storage
More storage space is always preferrable wherever possible, particularly for 
more isolated locations. Some people were concerned that there was not 
enough storage space shown in the proposed buildings. Working within the 
confines of an existing site and building always presents challenges in this 
area, but the design team have tried to provide as much storage as possible 
without affecting the core spaces of the scheme. However, it is likely that 
clever integration of storage into fixed furniture elements within rooms will be 
required as opposed to designating whole room areas to storage.

Laundry and services
The introduction of a small boot and coat storage area within the repositioned 
Rear Entrance was welcomed by many. However, some people commented 
that additional facilities for muddy walkers, cyclists or campers would be 
desirable.

“Can disabled toilet be a wet room? Showers for cyclists?”

“Possible to have one unisex shower? Use of toilet area for campers 
24/7? Bikers need those facilities.”

“Laundry / drying room.”

“Useful to have many toilets”

The limitations of the current boundaries and the forms of the existing 
building mean that incorporating a dedicated drying room for visiting 
outdoor enthusiasts would not be possible at this stage. However, this is 
yet another area where securing ownership of the adjacent remaining land 
could provide this option.

The design brief did not require that the commercial-scale laundry 
requirements of the building were to take place on the Crook site, and it 
would be more appropriate for this service to be provided by a third-party. 
The revised scheme does provide a substantial linen store where there was 
none in the existing building. This should provide storage of enough clean 
laundry rotations for the hotel to cope with longer periods between delivery 
services. However, feedback was provided at Workshop 3 that a single 
washing machine and dryer unit may be useful for washing small items or 
for emergencies.

3.1 Community responses contd.
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4 Design Reports

In the weeks leading up to and following presentation of the developed 
designs to the community at Workshop 3, the design team members have 
continued to develop technical appraisals of the design to inform the TCC 
and the business plan. These include structural engineering sketches 
and calculations from David Narro Associates, incorporating consultation 
with SEPA; draft heating and ventilation proposals from the Max Fordham. 
Together with an outline specification provided by WTArchitecture and 
Stephen Newsom Architect, these appraisals have informed a more detailed 
Cost Plan exercise  carried out by the McLeod & Aitken.

Commentary on project Construction Design Management (health and 
safety) is also provided by McLeod & Aitken.

A summary of each report is provided on the subsequent pages. The 
environmental engineering information and the full Cost Plan is also included 
in the Appendices to this document.
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4.1 Structural Engineer’s Summary

4.1.1 Introduction
David Narro Associates have been appointed as part of a design team 
to conduct the initial feasibility and options appraisal for the rehabilitation 
and refurbishment of The Crook Inn near Tweedsmuir.  We carried out a 
structural condition survey of the hotel building as part of the initial design 
team walkround on 7 August 2014.  No investigations were carried out as to 
the strength of individual structural members nor was any site investigation 
work or inspection of the foundations undertaken. No finishes were removed 
or floorboards lifted. No specific inspection was made in relation to timber 
decay or infestation but an appraisal of the extent of recent rot repairs was 
made, along with logging areas of concern. 

This report is an initial structural appraisal which will comment on the current 
structural condition of the property, and will inform the design options 
appraisal going forward.  An addendum to this report will be added following 
the initial design proposals and discussion with the design team at that stage.
 
For the purposes of this report the front elevation on A701 will be considered 
East facing.  Access was gained to most areas of the building, but not attic 
spaces or one section of first floor where there was no floor present. 

4.1.2 Description
A full description is provided by the Conservation Architect that also details 
the probable evolution of the C-Listed building through various alterations 
and extensions.  The last major refurbishment was in 1936 when the original 
building was extended and altered to Art Deco ‘roadhouse-style’.

According to archive information the original building appears to have been 
a traditional farmhouse with rear extensions connecting to a stable block 
to the south.  The alterations and extension in the 1930’s to transform the 

hotel extended out to the north, west and south sides of the building, as well 
as creating large openings in existing internal walls to open up the central 
entrance hall of the hotel.

The north single-storey extension created the bar and games room, the west 
extension created a larger kitchen block and the south extension created a 
large dining space.  

The external walls of the original main building are of stone masonry, with 
stone internal partitions creating the original hall and stairwell.  Internal first 
floor walls are stone masonry surrounding the central stairwell and ensuite 
bathrooms, with timber stud walls dividing the four corner bedrooms.  The 
external walls of the 1930’s north and west extensions are brick cavity 
masonry, and internal walls are generally brick with limited lengths of timber 
stud infill (potentially as part of later alterations).  The external walls of the 
south extension are glazed with Crittall windows on a brick cavity dado wall.

The external walls have a render finish, probably applied in the 1930’s.  Most 
of this render appeared to be cementitious and will be trapping water in the 
stone walls.  There does not appear to be a dpc in the original stone ground 
floor walls, but there is probably some form of dpc at the base of the 1930’s 
cavity walls.

The roof of the original building and rear first floor extension is of cut timber 
and is pitched and slated with hips over the main eastern building.  The roof 
over the single-storey 1930’s extensions are timber joisted with boarding 
and felt finishes, using steel beams for support over the kitchen and games 
room.
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First floors are timber joisted and have ash deafening in the original building 
and the south-western extension block.  The first floors in most other rooms 
in the extension block have been replaced with newer joists as part of the 
recent rot repair works.  

Ground floors construction varies between the higher timber joisted floor in 
the eastern original building and the lower rear extensions.  The lower rear 
extensions have concrete floors on the hard with the exception of the games 
room in the northwest corner of the property, which has a timber joisted 
suspended floor.

The main slappings carrying heavy masonry walls above utilise rolled steel 
joist sections, in turn carried by masonry piers.  Most lintels in the original 
building were timber safe lintels and most remain in this block.  In the later 
1930’s extensions the lintels appear to be precast concrete.  Where existing 
openings have been left in original walls the timber safe lintels appear to 
have been left in place, but new steel lintels were added to new slappings.

Externally, the ground is relatively level around the building with a slight 
slope downwards from east to west that allows level access to east front 
doors and west rear doors.  Drainage wraps around the north and west 
elevations before joining at the northwest corner of the property.  The 
combined drainage then runs to a brick septic tank in the field to the north.  
Main runs appear to be approximately 1m below ground level along the west 
elevation suggesting that any alterations to the building drainage should be 
easily accommodated and be able to meet existing invert levels.

4.1.3 Condition and Observations
In general, the building is in reasonable condition for a building of this type 
and age, and given it has suffered from major water ingress and neglect 

between the hotel closing and the purchase by the Tweedsmuir Community 
Company.  There are however signs of resurgent rot infestation in many 
areas of the building, even though the external fabric appears to be providing 
shelter from direct weathering.

There was no signs of structural movement or settlement of the foundations 
and the building appears to be fairly robust with numerous crosswalls 
providing overall stability to the structure as a whole.

Timber rot has obviously been a major issue with the building, with areas of 
incomplete rot treatment works in evidence throughout the building, and in 
particular at the first floor level of the central first floor areas to the west of 
the stairwell.  Some floors have been completely removed and new joists 
installed, with their ends wrapped in dpc.  Splices installed as part of recent 
rot repairs to the first floor timbers over the bar may need to be revisited due 
to the splice being close to midspan of the original timbers.

Roof rafter ends over the roof of the northwest section have been heavily 
spliced, with new pockets cut into the existing masonry to accommodate 
the new bearing positions.  It is envisaged that similar rot works may be 
required to the other roof rafter ends, but this will only be known once access 
is gained to the attic space over the original eastern block and southwestern 
corner block.

Timber safe lintels have been replaced in the northwest quadrant of the 
building at first floor with steel beams on the two northwest windows.  Previous 
replacement precast concrete lintels have been installed to the lintel over 
the door from stair half landing into the western first floor hall.

4.1 Structural Engineer’s Summary contd.
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Horizontal timber plates are present in some walls and appeared to have 
been replaced and infilled with masonry pinnings.  It was unclear if the 
mortar used was cementitious or lime based.

Steel beams carrying the roof of the western kitchen extension and northern 
games room extension appeared to be in good condition, albeit there may be 
some surface corrosion evident.  The main slapping beams were exposed in 
limited locations, mostly to the southeast corner of the dining room extension, 
and appeared to be slightly more corroded but still serviceable.

The timber ground floors in the northwest games room and south dining 
room were in very poor condition with fruiting bodies and partial collapse 
and there will need to be a full evaluation of the timbers in these areas once 
opened-up.

Lath and plaster wall finishes will need to be inspected for rot spread, 
particularly in the northwest block at first floor, and in the original eastern 
range.  Masonry walls throughout the building appear to be sound and 
should not require major work, unless cementitious mortar has been used 
for repointing in previous maintenance.

Where it was possible to inspect the timber lintels in external walls, most 
appeared to be rotten to some extent and it will probably be necessary to 
replace these lintels with new precast concrete lintels.

The existing ground bearing slab appeared to be in good condition but 
where this was installed next to original masonry walls (in the dining room 
say), there is a chance that moisture could be tracking towards the edges 
of the slabs and rising through the masonry through capillary action.  This 
should be investigated at the same time as rot investigations.

4.1.4 Recommendations and Next Steps
Further investigations are required before full costing information can be 
provided to the Quantity Surveyor, with the most pressing being a timber rot 
survey of the existing building.  It is very important that we find out the extent 
and depth of the timber rot spread so that we can determine how much of 
the existing lath and plasterwork can be retained.  Most of the structural 
timbers have either been treated, are exposed to view or can be assumed 
to need some work, but a rot survey will also confirm the extent of structural 
works that will be required to arrest further rot spread.

A site investigation will be required to allow the design of new foundations but 
this can wait until after Planning Application as we can make good estimates 
of the ground conditions from the existing building.

4.1 Structural Engineer’s Summary contd.
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4.2 Environmental Engineer’s Summary

The following summarises extracts from Max Fordham’s Stage D report on the 
environmental principles and solutions proposed to satisfy the sustainability 
requirements of the brief. The full report is enclosed as an appendix to this 
document.

4.2.1 Design considerations
A large proportion of the building is already in existence and is Listed, so 
opportunities to influence passive aspects of the design are limited. As the 
main energy load for the building is through space heating, reducing heat 
loss from the building fabric where possible is important. Most opportunity 
will be within the new build sections. Within the existing building, insulation 
should be retro-fitted to existing building fabric wherever possible to 
improve thermal efficiency and comfort of these spaces. Opportunities will 
naturally be limited due to conservation requirements and technical issues, 
particularly the Art Deco areas.

4.2.2 Heating, cooling and ventilation
The methods of heating selected in the different spaces have been chosen 
on the basis of being the most technically suited to meeting the space 
requirements, balanced with the objective of a good aesthetic finish and cost 
effectiveness. Underfloor heating has been selected to run throughout much 
of the new build ground floor section to avoid losing valuable wall space. 
The existing building, plus the upstairs bedroom spaces, will be served by 
radiators which have the advantage of simplicity and quick response time 
plus ability to deal with high heat loss associated with existing buildings. The 
shop area will be served by low level ‘plinth’ style heaters to avoid loss of 
display space. Cooling will generally be by natural ventilation (fan assisted 
in some areas).

Ventilation is generally provided by natural ventilation where possible, 

utilising manually operated opening windows. The Community Room, Bistro 
and Bar spaces may require manually controlled ventilation fans to assist with 
natural ventilation, due to the geometry of the spaces and limited availability 
of natural ventilation openings.

Mechanical supply and extract ventilation is a requirement in the kitchen 
areas to maintain a comfortable environment for the staff and customers and 
a requirement of environmental health standards. Mechanical ventilation 
with heat recovery is recommended for the WC and shower areas. This 
approach is preferred over natural ventilation as these spaces need good 
moisture and odour control which is challenging to meet with simple natural 
ventilation methods which are occupied transiently. These areas have 
ongoing ventilation demands throughout each day, so using heat recovery 
to recover heat will result in significant long term energy savings. Ventilation 
to the Art Deco WCs will be extract fans only (not MVHR) due to conservation 
and space restrictions.

4.2.3 Biomass
The nature of the building is very influential in the choice of heat source. 
As a hotel, the Crook Inn will have relatively high hot water demand. As 
an existing building with limited opportunities for fabric improvement, there 
are areas of the building which will have high heat demand. For both these 
reasons a high grade (high temperature) heat source is required.

It is proposed that space heating and domestic hot water for the Crook Inn 
will be provided through a biomass boiler. This is to be located away from 
the main building footprint in a detached, external ‘packaged plant room’ 
which is constructed from modified shipping containers. Biomass provides 
a near carbon neutral source of heat and can make a positive contribution 
directly to the local economy.
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4.3 Cost Plan Summary

4.3.1 Commentary
McLeod & Aitken, Chartered Quantity Surveys, have studied the design 
proposals, specifications, site layout and general indicative photo montages 
prepared by WTArchitecture, David Narro Associates and Max Fordham to 
allow an Outline Cost Plan to be prepared. The budget estimates are based 
on the drawings and initial specifications provided at this stage, and on 
similar actual projects and on actual tenders received, adjusted for location 
and time. The costs should continue to be monitored throughout the design 
development stages

A summary of the Outline Cost Plan key figures is provided opposite. The 
full version along with the covering letter is provided as an appendix to this 
report.

The construction marketplace is now far busier that it was 2 or 3 years 
ago, however this should remain an attractive project for medium sized 
contractors, who will compete keenly for the work.

4.3.2 Outline Cost Plan summary

Extension     350m2

Alterations to existing building  659m2

External works     - 
SUBTOTAL      

Preliminaries       
SUBTOTAL       

Contingency (10%)      
SUBTOTAL       

Forecast inflation to Q.4 2016 (7%)    

TOTAL        

Cost per square metre, including
landscaping and biomass building  1043m2 

£599,841.00
£819,127.00
£150,446.00

£1,569,414.00

£150,000.00
£1,179,414.00

£171,941.40
£1,891,355.40

£132,394.88

£2,023,750.23

£1,940.32 / m2
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4.4 Construction Design Management

Initial commentary on Client advice and general approaches to health and 
safety management were provided within Feedback Report 1. It is clear that a 
diligent approach continues to being taken by the Client in restricting access 
to unsafe parts of the building, and the provision of personal protective 
equipment for all visitors.

The Construction Design Management Regulations 2015 came into force 
on 6th April 2015, and replace the CDM 2007 regulations. The Client and all 
members of the design team should undertake a careful review of the new 
CDM 2015 regulations and their implications prior to confirmation of any 
appointments for subsequent work stages. Industry guidance documents 
for all duty holders are available to download via the CITB website:

www.citb.co.uk.

Principal changes relevant to this project include, but are not limited to:

• Replacement of CDM Coordinator by a Principal Designer for the 
planning, managing, monitoring and coordination of pre-construction 
phase health and safety;

• A ‘Principal Designer’ and ‘Principal Contractor’ will be required on all 
projects where there will be more than one contractor working on the 
project;

• Replacement of explicit requirement for dutyholder competence with 
need for appropriate Information, Instruction, Training & Supervision.

Licensed asbestos removal and disposal works were carried by A.R.D.S. Ltd. 
between 11th - 15th May 2015, in accordance with the recommendations of 
the asbestos survey report carried out by IOM on 25th July 2014. Air sampling 
and fibre count testing of the completed removal works were carried out by 
Asbestos Analytical Services on 14th May 2015. The Client, design team 
and any future contractors should remain aware of their duties under the 
Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012.
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5.1 Designs
The developed designs were positively received by the community at the 
last workshop. Other comments related to relatively minor issues as noted. 
In a pre-application consultation meeting with Scottish Borders Council on 
24th March 2015, officers from the Planning and Conservation departments 
both expressed strong support for the proposals. Both these factors give 
the TCC a strong remit to proceed to submit Planning applications for the 
proposals.

5.2 Costs
The TCC and Community Enterprise have indicated that the projected capital 
costs are within the upper tier of what is fundable. However, the design team 
feel that the costs represent a fair and accurate analysis of the proposals, 
given the current level of design development, and that the proposals provide 
good value for money. All parties have agreed that eliminating elements of 
the proposed building in order to achieve significant cost savings would 
compromise the overall integrity and value of the scheme, and would 
ultimately be conterproductive. The design team will continue to monitor and 
advise on the potential for cost savings through subsequent design and 
specification development in later stages.

5 Conclusions

5.3 Next steps
a. Confirmation from the TCC that they are satisfied with the sums being 

indicated in the Outline Cost Plan, and are happy to proceed to submit 
Planning applications with the drawings and costings as currently set 
out.

b. Applications for Planning Permission and Listed Building Consent for the 
proposals to be submitted to Scottish Borders Council.

c. Due consideration should be given to the timing of the Planning 
applications in relation to the ongoing Scottish Land Fund application to 
purchase the remaining land around the Crook, with advice being taken 
from the Lottery and Community Enterprise.

d. Undertake to commission arboreal and Protected Species surveys of the 
site, as noted as a requirement by SBC in the meeting in March 2015.

e. Published guidance on the new CDM 2015 regulations should be 
reviewed by the TCC and wider design team to confirm the nature of their 
duties, prior to commencement of any work beyond this stage.
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